
Faculty Senate 

October 16, 2012 

3:30-5:00 

 

Members present: Terri Trick, Lori Loseth, Genevieve Bross, Jennifer Leber, Tamera 

Loveday, Gary Benefiel, Brain Gabbard, Susie Pearson, Tami Mitchell, Cindy Stevenson, 

Julianne Sachs, Susan Palmer, Karen Kirkwood, Matt Williams, Michael Kiefel, Dave 

Bailey, JR VanSlyke 

 

Approval of Minutes: May minutes can’t be found. Karen will check with Patti. 

 

Changes to senate body: Welcome new senators Genevieve Bross and Tami Mitchell; 

Matt Williams switched from at-large to Agriculture rep. 

 

Security Cameras, Jim Peterson:  

 

Jim presented information about the security cameras that are being put in place.  

 

The safety committee, which includes faculty members, decided the cameras would be 

helpful for campus security. The cameras are not monitored; recordings are in a separate 

server in IT for 30 days. There is some confusion around if they are eliminated or 

archived after this time. They are placed only in public areas: the parking lot, doorways, 

and hallways. There are none in labs, classrooms, workspaces or offices. David Chase 

requested cameras for the student activity center. There will be signs stating that cameras 

are being used. There are 25 cameras for now. The server can handle more cameras, so 

more will be added in time. Especially needed is monitoring in the storage yards and 

shops. Only authorized people will see the recordings. The system has a clear ethical and 

legal purpose; the cameras will strengthen campus safety and security. 

 

Senate discussed parking lot problems. 

 

 

 

Concerns from the senate: 

 

Prior notification would have been good. 

What are the restrictions and intentions? What will govern use? 

What personnel will see the recordings? Who will authorize?  What’s the protocol? 

 

Jim asked for additions to the policy.  Stated that requests for viewing would go through 

the normal chain of command. He vetted the policy with the assistant attorney general, 

who had a few comments to add to the policy to strengthen it. Jim gave closing remarks, 

again stating the purpose and the need for the security system. 

 

The senate continued to discuss the issue with these concerns: 

 



Language in the policy concerning who is authorized to see recordings. 

Use of cameras for employee evaluation. 

The length of time recordings will be held. 

The policy needs to be clarified and formalized. The language in the policy is too vague. 

Cameras should only be used for criminal activity. 

Policy needs to be posted. 

Need a protocol to see recordings. 

Never used in personnel matters unless criminal. 

Signage needs to be clear and specific, but shouldn’t be too specific or lose effectiveness 

of system. 

HR or safety committee concern? 

Length recordings held should be 90 days because of summer break? 

Terri will write and send out new language to senate for approval. (Moved and seconded) 

 

College Council: nothing to report 

 

Ed. Effectiveness Committee: Rob had attended this committee and reported to senate, 

but he is no longer on the senate. Our constitution doesn’t say we need a representative 

on committee, but Marleen would like more faculty involvement. Would Jesse Burgess 

be able to attend the committee meetings and send us a report? Terri will ask. (Moved 

and seconded) 

 

Other: 

 

Student behavior: do faculty have to accept a student who has registered in their class 

after being removed from another class for behavior concerns? 

 

Chamber of Commerce: there is a state policy that campus facilities may not be used for 

political action, yet WWCC is a member of the Chamber of Commerce, which is 

politically active. The state law is about individual political action, not the school’s 

actions. Some members feel it is a good idea to be a member of the Chamber because of 

the community involvement. 

 

Next meeting: Tuesday, November 27 (not third week) 

 

Meeting adjourned.  

 

Submitted by Karen Kirkwood 


